MISSION EDITARDS

Amitin Media is a non-profit community production company in San Francisco's Mission District. They produce and distribute video and film to the community by gaining control of and producing shows for the film/video/media channels they operate. Their mission is to create a community-based media center with a focus on the community's needs and desires. They are committed to producing content that reflects and celebrates the diversity of the mission and the surrounding neighborhoods.

Amitin Media is currently working on a new project, Mission Overflow, which will focus on highlighting the community's strengths and providing a platform for community members to express their creativity and share their stories. They are also planning to launch a community media center that will provide resources and support for local artists and organizations.

COMMUNITY VIDEO

As a community organization, Amitin Media is committed to empowering the community and promoting social and cultural change. They believe that media can be a powerful tool for bringing about positive change and that everyone should have access to it. They are dedicated to creating a media landscape that is inclusive and reflective of the community's diverse voices and experiences.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION

In addition to their production work, Amitin Media also offers educational programs and workshops to help community members develop their skills and build their capacity. They offer classes in filmmaking, media production, and digital storytelling, as well as workshops on media literacy, social justice, and community organizing.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

Amitin Media works closely with a variety of community organizations and local artists to produce content that is relevant and meaningful to the community. They collaborate with organizations to identify themes and messages that align with the community's priorities and values. They also work with local artists to bring their creative visions to life.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Amitin Media believes that community engagement is essential to the success of their work. They hold community meetings and events to gather feedback and ideas from the community. They also work with community members to identify and address local issues and concerns. They strive to create a space where the community can come together to learn, grow, and take action.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

Amitin Media relies on the support of the community to fund their work. They receive donations, grants, and in-kind contributions from individuals, organizations, and businesses. They also seek partnerships with other media organizations to share resources and expertise.

COMMUNITY VALUES

Amitin Media's values are centered around community, creativity, and social justice. They believe in the power of media to bring about change and empower individuals and communities. They are committed to creating a media landscape that is inclusive, equitable, and reflective of the community's diverse voices and experiences.